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IN A WORD: 

This morning (20 March) the financial markets were quite calm.  At the time of writing, there 
was a strong rebound in European stock markets (Eurostoxx index +4.8%) and in US futures 
(+3.5%) after markets closed in the green in Asia. 

The Covid-19 pandemic is easing in Asia but is still tragically worsening in Europe, although 
the number of new infections is decelerating every day.  Confinement measures are now very 
common in Europe. We are hoping for clearer signs of the epidemic peaking in Italy, the most 
advanced country in the progression of Covid-19.  

In the United States, however, the number of new cases is accelerating (+51.5% yesterday, 19 
March) as it is lagging other countries in the spread of the epidemic. There are increasing 
confinement measures in place. California has just decided to call for a lockdown, the state of 
New York is getting closer, the state of Washington is also struggling, and so on.  

Economic stimulus measures are more widespread. The BoE has just cut its key rate to 0.10%, 
the lowest-ever level, and has resumed Quantitative Easing. In addition, it has decided to cancel 
the ‘Stress Tests’ on British banks this year, demonstrating the authorities' concern and 
flexibility about the impact of the ongoing recession on the banking sector.  

The Fed has intensified its dollar liquidity injections via swap agreements with foreign central 
banks. The idea is to prevent the dollar from appreciating too much. In today’s context, it is 
playing the role of safe haven. At the time of writing, the greenback had fallen by 1.2% based 
on the trade-weighted exchange rate (i.e. against a basket of currencies).   
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Oil is rebounding strongly today (the barrel of Brent is at 30.5 dollars, +7%). Following the 
statements by Mr Trump and Mr Putin, there is a higher probability of an agreement between 
oil-producing countries. The latter could reduce crude production in an orderly manner 
between OPEC and Russia, and perhaps the US, in the context of a very sharp contraction in 
demand for oil.  If an agreement is signed, oil prices would rise faster than in our base-case 
scenario. In our view, the most likely scenario is that the adjustment in oil market fundamentals 
will take time. Demand will recover in line with the global economy in the second half of the 
year. Reductions in production of the most expensive crude oil (particularly shale oil in the 
United States that is not profitable at current prices) will gradually be made over the coming 
months.  

Financial markets are calm and share prices are edging up. But volatility remains very high, 
and there are plenty of signs of stress, particularly in the credit/corporate bonds/leveraged 
loans markets where liquidity has dried up over the past two weeks. Today, however, credit 
spreads are narrowing, as are spreads on peripheral European bonds.   

We stick to our core message in terms of investment strategy. We reiterate that economic 
stimulus packages are very powerful. But the timing of the rebound will depend on news about 
the pandemic that is, by nature, unpredictable. Finally, investors should watch for opportunities 
for the medium- to long-term horizon.  
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DISCLAIMER 

 
This marketing document is provided by the Wealth 
Management business of BNP Paribas, a French public limited 
company with a capital of € 2,499,597,122, registered office 16 
bd des Italiens 75009 Paris - France, registered at RCS Paris 
under number 662,042,449, authorised in France, under the 
number 662,042,449, approved in France by the Autorité des 
Marchés Financiers (AMF). As a marketing document, it has not 
been produced in accordance with regulatory constraints to 
ensure the independence of investment research and is not 
subject to the prior transaction ban. It has not been submitted 
to the AMF or other market authority. This document is 
confidential and intended solely for use by BNP Paribas SA, BNP 
Paribas Wealth Management SA and companies of their Group 
(‘BNP Paribas’) and the persons to whom this document is issued. 
It may not be distributed, published, reproduced or revealed by 
recipients to other persons or reference to another document 
without the prior consent of BNP Paribas. 
 
This document is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute an offer or solicitation in any State or jurisdiction in 
which such offer or solicitation is not authorised, or with persons 
in respect of whom such offer, solicitation or sale is unlawful. It 
is not, and should under no circumstances be considered as a  
prospectus. The information provided has been obtained from 
public or non-public sources that can be considered to be 
reliable, and although all reasonable precautions have been 
taken to prepare this document, and, in the event of any 
reasonable precautions, the accuracy or omission of the 
document shall not be recognised. BNP Paribas does not certify 
and guarantees any planned or expected success, profit, return, 
performance, effect, effect or profit (whether from a legal, 
regulatory, tax, financial, accounting or other point of view) or 
the product or investment. Investors should not give excessive 
confidence in theoretical historical information relating to 
theoretical historical performance. This document may refer to 
historical performance; Past performance is not a guide to future 
performance.  
 

The information contained in this document has been drafted 
without taking into account your personal situation, including 
your financial situation, risk profile and investment objectives. 
Before investing in a product, the investor must fully understand 
the risks, including any market risk associated with the issuer, 
the financial merits and the suitability of such products and 
consult its own legal, tax, financial and accounting advisers 
before making an investment decision. Any investor must fully 
understand the characteristics of the transaction and, if not 
otherwise provided, be financially able to bear the loss of his 
investment and want to accept such risk. The investor should 
remember that the value of an investment as well as the income 
from them may fall as well as rise and that past performance is 
not a guide to future performance. Any investment in a product 
described is subject to prior reading and to an understanding of 
the product documentation, in particular that which describes in 
detail the rights and duties of the investors and the risks 
inherent in an investment in that product. In the absence of any 
written provision, BNP Paribas does not act as an investor's 
financial adviser for its transactions. 
 
The information, opinions or estimates contained in this 
document reflect the author's judgement on the day of his 
drafting; they must not be considered as authority or be 
substituted by anyone in the exercise of his or her own 
judgement and subject to change without notice. Neither BNP 
Paribas nor any BNP Paribas Group entity will be liable for any 
consequences that may arise from the use of the information, 
opinions or estimates contained in this document. 
 
As a distributor of the products presented in this document, BNP 
Paribas may receive distribution fees on which you can obtain 
further information on specific request. BNP Paribas, its 
employees or Directors may hold positions in or relationship 
with their issuers. 
 
By receiving this document you agree to be bound by the above 
limitations. 
© BNP Paribas (2020). All rights reserved. 
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